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INSTRUCTIONS:  

Parents are expected to ensure that the student spends two days to read and understand the chapter 

according to the reference books given below and thereafter answer the given questions. 

1) Active English Grammar and Composition for classes 6, 7 and 8. 

2) Applied English Grammar and Composition for class 8. 

Q1) Composition - A person l will never forget. 

Q2) Write a letter on the given topic: 

Your grandmother has completed 90 years of age. Write a letter congratulating her, expressing gratitude 

and admiration for the way she has lived her life. 

Q3) Verb forms (Tenses) 

Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verb given in the brackets: 

I ……..(realize) that my mom …………( make) me who I am today, no matter what either of us ….(look) 

like. I ………..(start) to notice that we had the same silly personality, the same outlook on life, and the 

same way of ………...( treat) people, along with some other things. 

Q4) Fill in the blanks with appropriate words (Prepositions): 

a) I insisted ……. going. 

b) Be sure  ……… yourself. 

c) I prefer milk ……... tea . 

d) Do not play ……… the sun. 

 

Q5) Join the following sentences to make one complete sentence without using and, but or so: 

a) He looked over the wall. The house could be seen clearly. 

b) The problem is very difficult. I can't solve it.  

 

Q6) Rewrite the following according to the instructions given after each ( make other changes that 

        may be necessary, but do not change the meaning of each sentence). 

a) He said to me,"Are you going to the restaurant tonight?". (Begin: He inquired ..........). 

b) Why don't you come with me for a picnic?  ( Begin: I suggest .....................................). 

c) My father was very generous to all.  (Begin: My father  treated .................................). 

d) He will be elected Secretary by the group.  (Begin: The group ...................................). 
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